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This chapter inaugurates a new series in the National
Evaluation Systems, Inc., proceedings of its annual October-
testfest. It seemed appropriate to begin the "Ask Mister
Assessment Person" series with the year 2000 book because
I could not think of any other gimmick to lure you into
reading my semitechnical thinking on the topic of reliability.
The Q & A format provides a direct, no-nonsense mechanism
for addressing the most important, practical, probing,
interesting, and fun issues on a totally boring, snor-o-matic
subject. You are probably thinking, "Who is Ron to set
himself up as an assessment authority as lofty as Mister
Assessment Person?" Hmmm. Actually, this guy is not the
authority you assume. He will simply give answers to the
most frequently asked technical questions, and—consistent
with his previous writings—if he does not know the "correct"
answer, he will probably just make one up. By the way, why
in the world am I writing about myself in third person?
Simply because I hope that you will find this format, and the
information, useful and entertaining.
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Mister Assessment Person's Top 10 questions and answers
on reliability, listed below, address changes in teacher
licensure/certification test development practices, technical
issues in reliability, and the Standards in Educational and
Psychological Testing that span more than the last half of this
century. Some of the information may be review, some of it
may be new, but all of it is intended to give you a clue about
the direction in which we are heading into the next
millennium.

Q1: Why is the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 estimate of
reliability reported for most published tests?

A1: Great question! There are several reasons: (1) It has
withstood the test of time—63 years; (2) it measures an
important characteristic of the test scores—internal
consistency; (3) it is practical to estimate based on only
a single test administration; (4) it is relatively simple to
compute and interpret; and (5) it is appropriate for the
intended score uses of most published tests, which are
norm referenced.

Q2: What does the K-R20 mean?

A2: I do not have a clue. Just kidding. It is an index of the
internal consistency reliability of the scores derived
from the average of all possible split-half correlations
of the items. Fortunately, it can be computed from
several different mathematically equivalent formulas.
One formula is shown below:

K-R20  =  
k

k – 1  ⎝
⎛

⎠
⎞1 –  

∑ pq
sx2

where: k = number of items on the test
p = proportion of examinees answering an

item correctly
q = proportion of examinees answering an

item incorrectly
pq = variance of an item
sx2 = variance of total test scores
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The three components that directly affect the
magnitude of the index are the number of items (k),
item variances (pq), and the test variance (sx2).
Generally, long tests of 50–100 items with difficult
items (.40 < p < .70) of moderate-to-high item discrimi-
nation (item to total score correlation r > .30) yield high
test variance with scores approximating a normal
distribution. Tests with these characteristics measuring
a single content area or construct usually possess very
high internal consistency as indicated by K-R20s in the
upper .80s to upper .90s. The coefficient estimates the
extent to which the items consistently measure one
construct (i.e., whether the test is unidimensional).

Q3: How is Cronbach's alpha coefficient different from
the K-R20?

A3: Where are you getting these questions? Oops! Sorry, I
am not supposed to answer a question with a question.
The easiest way to understand the difference between
alpha and the K-R20 is to inspect the formulas:

α  =  
k

k – 1  ⎝
⎛

⎠
⎞1 –  

∑ si2

sx2

What is different? "The symbol α." Good, but that is
just the Greek letter alpha. Look further to the right.
Now do you see it? "Yup. It is si2." You seem confident
now. Is that your final answer? "Not really. Can I use
one of my lifelines, Rege?" No. You don't have any
lifelines. This is a book chapter, and my name is not
Rege. "Okay, then that is my final answer."

The si2 is the only element that differs from the pq in the
K-R20 formula. The former is simply a generic symbol
for the variance of any item, regardless of numerical
value; the latter is the variance for an item scored 1
or 0. Alpha can be computed from dichotomous items
(1, 0) or polytomous items (5–0), such as constructed-
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response or Likert scale items. The K-R20 is restricted
to traditional dichotomous items only. Obviously alpha
and the K-R20 are identical when both are computed
on a dichotomously scored item set.

All of this boils down to the conclusion that Cronbach's
(1951) seminal article on alpha was really an extension
of Kuder and Richardson's (1937) original work
14 years earlier. The two coefficients are reported inter-
changeably in test manuals because they are computed
and interpreted identically. For tests or subtests using
polytomous scoring rubrics, only alpha or other esti-
mates of reliability that can handle multipoint item
formats, such as generalizability coefficients, can be
computed.

Q4: Is the K-R20 estimate appropriate for teacher
licensure/certification tests?

A4: Glad you asked this. Appropriateness can be
addressed from two perspectives: (1) statistically and
(2) conceptually.

Statistical perspective. The highest reported values of the
K-R20 for major standardized, norm-referenced tests
typically range from the mid .80s to upper .90s. The
statistical factor that has the greatest impact on the
magnitude of the coefficient is total test variance. Tests
that are normed on monstrous samples, producing
standard normal distributions of performance, yield
extremely high variance. Mid-range item difficulties,
high item discrimination indices, and long tests con-
tribute to this variance and, ultimately, very impressive
K-R20s.

These desirable statistical characteristics of norm-
referenced tests are neither desirable for nor character-
istic of teacher licensure and certification tests. The
distribution of performance is usually not normal
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because the majority of candidates should be above the
passing score. Item difficulties are usually .70 and
higher, and item discrimination indices may be
below .30. Test length is usually shorter due to a
combination of multiple-choice and constructed-
response formats. This profile of item statistics and test
characteristics tends to produce comparatively lower
test score variance and, consequently, lower K-R20
coefficients for the multiple-choice items. It is not
unusual for coefficients on these tests to peak in the
mid .80s. Probably the only strategy one could use to
increase the K-R20 would be to add 10, 20, or more
moderately difficult items, which may not be consistent
with either the test content specifications or adminis-
tration time limits.

Conceptual perspective. Conceptually, the K-R20 esti-
mates the internal consistency of individual test scores.
The individual score is the point of decision making in
norm-referenced tests. In licensure/certification tests,
the decision point is the passing score. The most appro-
priate reliability evidence is the consistency of pass-fail
classification decisions across parallel test adminis-
trations.

Although in neither case is there a single, preferred
approach to quantify reliability, nor is there any index
that adequately covers all relevant sources of measure-
ment error, the conceptual distinction between the
types of reliability evidence for individual score deci-
sions and pass-fail decisions is clearly addressed in the
1999 edition of the Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing (Joint Committee on Standards of
American Educational Research Association [AERA],
American Psychological Association [APA], and
National Council on Measurement in Education
[NCME], 1999):
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Standard 2.1

For each total score, subscore, or combination of
scores that is to be interpreted, estimates of rele-
vant reliabilities and standard errors of measure-
ment or test information functions should be
reported.

Comment: For all scores to be interpreted, users
should be supplied with reliability data in enough
detail to judge whether scores are precise enough
for the user's intended interpretations. (p. 31)

Standard 2.14

Conditional standard errors of measurement
should be reported at several score levels if
constancy cannot be assumed. Where cutscores
are specified for selection or classification, the
standard errors of measurement should be
reported in the vicinity of each cutscore.

Comment: Estimation of conditional standard errors
is usually feasible even with the sample sizes that
are typically used for reliability analyses. If it is
assumed that the standard error is constant over a
broad range of score levels, the rationale for this
assumption should be presented. (p. 35)

Standard 2.15

When a test or combination of measures is used to
make categorical decisions, estimates should be
provided of the percentage of examinees who
would be classified in the same way on two appli-
cations of the procedure, using the same form or
alternate forms of the instrument.
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Comment: When a test or composite is used to
make categorical decisions, such as pass-fail, the
standard error measurement at or near the cutscore
has important implications for the trustworthiness
of these decisions. (p. 35)

Standard 14.15

Estimates of the reliability of test-based creden-
tialing decisions should be provided.

Comment: The standards for decision reliability
described in chapter 2 [2.14 and 2.15 above] are
applicable to tests used for licensure and certifica-
tion. Other types of reliability estimates and
associated standard errors of measurement may
also be useful, but the reliability of the decision of
whether or not to certify is of primary importance.
(p. 162)

Standards 2.1 and 2.15 draw the strongest contrast
between the types of decisions to be made. Although
the K-R20 can provide useful information about the
reliability of scores on a teacher licensure test, an index
of the consistency of pass-fail decisions is more appro-
priate, meaningful, and essential evidence of reliability.
These standards indicate that different estimates of
reliability and standard errors of measurement are
required for these tests. However, the choice of estima-
tion techniques and the minimum acceptable level for
any index remains a matter of professional judgment.
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Q5: How have the Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing affected the methods used to
estimate reliability for teacher licensure/certification
tests?

A5: When the Standards speak, test publishers and
licensure/credentialing boards listen. Despite the
impact of the Standards on current testing practices,
they typically lag behind the psychometric literature
and practice. But once they have caught up, watch out:
The congruence among the Standards, the literature,
and the practice lasts about one year. The problem is
that it seems the Standards are revised only once per
millennium (actually it is every 8–15 years). Editions
were published in 1954, 1966, 1974, 1985, and 1999.

I bet you are thinking, "Mister Assessment Person,
what does any of this have to do with reliability?" I am
getting to that. Essentially, classical test theory and the
acceptability of the K-R20 reigned as the only con-
ceptualization of reliability addressed by all editions of
the Standards up until 1985. The 1985 Standards was the
first version to distinguish between score reliability/
dependability and the consistency of categorical
decisions, such as pass-fail based on a cutscore. The
distinction continues in the 1999 edition, as described
previously between Standards 2.1 (classical testing
theory) versus 2.15 and 14.15 (categorical decision
consistency).

Despite the articles on decision consistency throughout
the 1970s, K-R20s were typically reported for most
licensure/certification tests produced during that
decade as well as during the next 20 years. Decision
consistency was never taken seriously until the 1985
Standards required it, and even then the K-R20
continued to reign supreme to the present. The 1999
Standards reinforces the importance and appropriate-
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ness of a decision consistency index for licensure/
certification tests. We hope that Standards 2.15 and
14.15 will have a greater impact on practice.

Q6: What determines the type(s) of reliability evidence
for teacher licensure/certification tests?

A6: It is the sources of measurement error that can
contaminate the scores and, ultimately, the depend-
ability of the decisions based on those scores. There are
at least three forms of evidence: (1) decision consis-
tency based on the cutscore, (2) standard error of
measurement of the scores near the cutscore, and
(3) interjudge reliability of subjectively scored item
formats.

Q7: How do you compute the consistency of pass-fail
decisions for a teacher licensure/certification test?

A7: By hiring Mister Assessment Person or a clone, such as
Dolly or Myrtle, to work measurement magic on your
test. If you cannot afford either of us, you can crank out
the po index originally proposed by Hambleton and
Novick (1973):

po = ∑ pjj

which is the observed proportions of examinees that
passed and failed the test on two parallel forms or test-
retest administrations. Mister Assessment Person's
translation of po uses the following symbols:

npp + nff

N  

which means count the number of pass-pass (npp) and
fail-fail (nff) examinees and divide by the total N.

An index published one year later by Swaminathan,
Hambleton, and Algina (1974) was the kappa coeffi-
cient or, as it was spoken in the Acropolis, κ. This index
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addressed one key limitation of po—it was not
expressed in Greek. Kidding. The po index did not take
into account the proportion of agreement that would
occur by chance alone. The κ index is essentially po

corrected for chance agreement. It is defined as:

κ  =  
po  –  pc

 1 –  pc
 

or the ratio of the difference between the proportion of
classification agreement observed and chance agree-
ment (po – p) to the difference between the maximum
proportion of classification agreement, which is 1, and
chance agreement (1 – pc).

The κ statistic was actually created 14 years earlier by
Cohen (1960) as a generalized proportion agreement
index, frequently used to estimate interjudge agree-
ment. The statistical properties and extension of κ to
weighted κ have been described by Cohen (1968) and
Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt (1969). Swaminathan et al.
(1974) just applied κ to estimate the decision consis-
tency of criterion-referenced tests using a pass-fail
cutscore.

The debate over the advantages and disadvantages of
using po, κ, or both remains unresolved. The technical
issues have been discussed at length (and ad nauseum)
by Mister Assessment Person elsewhere (see Berk,
1980, 1984). The bottom line: po is an unbiased estimate
of decision consistency that is simple to compute,
interpret, and explain; κ is a biased estimate with a
long list of limitations and statistical conditions that
complicate its interpretation. In other words, use po. It
would be check marked as a Best Buy in Consumer
Reports.
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Q8: What trends in teacher licensure/certification testing
over the past 30 years affect the way reliability is
conceptualized and estimated?

A8: There have been at least four trends or characteristics
related to (1) test structure and item format, (2) setting
the passing score, (3) scoring the test, and (4) the
feasibility of two test administrations to the same
candidates.

Test structure. For nearly two millennia until the 1990s,
the tests covered both pedagogy and subject area
sections in multiple-choice format. In the 1990s,
coterminous with the performance-assessment move-
ment, teacher licensure tests shifted from 100%
multiple-choice format toward a combination of
multiple-choice and constructed-response (usually a
writing sample) or performance-assessment formats.
This trend by both major test publishers—National
Evaluation Systems, Inc., and the other one—had a
directional impact on test structure: The number of
multiple-choice items was reduced to permit time for the
writing sample. This would affect the setting of
cutscores, test scoring, and reliability, particularly in
the next few paragraphs.

Passing score. How do you set a passing score with two
different test sections, different item formats, and
different numbers of points? I know I am not supposed
to raise questions in this answer section, but I got
carried away with my excitement over this topic; plus
the question seemed more dramatic than simply
answering the question. Seriously, there are two basic
choices: (1) set a cutscore based on a total score or
weighted total score of the combined sections
(compensatory scoring) or (2) set a separate cutscore
for each section and then set another standard for how
many sections must be passed (conjunctive scoring).
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The latter is often used when there are several
performance-assessment exercises to be passed rather
than only multiple-choice and writing sections. Both of
these strategies as well as a combination of the two
have been used with various licensure/certification
tests. The compensatory model has been the most
frequent choice for teacher licensure tests.

Test scoring. As if these scoring models and methods for
setting cutscores are not complicated enough, another
issue is the difference in score ranges for different item
formats. Multiple-choice items are right or wrong,
scored dichotomously as 1, 0; constructed-response
and performance-assessment formats use holistic or
analytic scoring rubrics or benchmarks, scored
polytomously, such as 5–0. Remember how the K-R20
was restricted to dichotomous items and coefficient
alpha eliminated that restriction? "No!" Well, maybe
you should go back to questions 2 and 3 and review the
answers before passing "Go" and collecting $200.
Anyway, an analogous problem exists in computing a
decision-consistency estimate. Both po and κ assume
dichotomously scored items. Then how do you
estimate these indices for a constructed-response item?
Stay tuned to the answer to the next question.

Two test administrations. From the examinees' perspec-
tive, taking a licensure test is unequivocally a close
encounter of the high-stakes kind. If passed, the
candidate rides off into the teaching sunset, never to
see the same or a parallel form of his or her test again.
If failed, there is usually grumbling; occasionally a bad
word or two spoken; and within a certain time period
set by the state, a retake of the test, usually a parallel
form. Given the previous definitions of po and κ and
statement of Standard 2.15 requiring two test adminis-
trations, there is a problem: In teacher licensure testing,
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two administrations ARE IMPOSSIBLE! Decision
consistency must be estimated using a single adminis-
tration estimate, which is discussed in the answer to
the next question.

Q9: How do these trends affect reliability estimation?

A9: The preceding trends and current characteristics of
teacher licensure/certification tests suggest that an esti-
mate of reliability must take into account the following
factors:

1. different item formats beyond multiple choice;

2. dichotomous and polytomous item scoring;

3. compensatory or conjunctive scoring models;

4. pass-fail decision categories based on one cutscore;

5. only a single test administration; and

6. multiple sources of measurement error, principally
around the cutscore, but also related to the
scoring of constructed-response and performance-
assessment exercises or tasks by two or more
judges.

Q10: Based on accumulated research evidence, what strate-
gies for reliability estimation are recommended?

A10: I bet you are really happy to reach this final section,
that is, unless you cheated and just skipped to this
section. Shame on you! Here are Mister Assessment
Person's recommendations:

Condition 1 (80–100% Multiple-Choice Items):

• Compute po index of decision consistency.

• Use single administration estimate by Subkoviak
(1976) or Huynh (1976).
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Condition 2 (Sections with Dichotomous and Polyto-
mous Items):

• Use compensatory scoring based on the total score
distribution to increase decision consistency (see
Hambleton & Slater, 1997).

• Compute po using Livingston and Lewis's (1995)
estimate if you can find someone who can program
the statistics.

or

• Compute Brennan's Φ (λ) index (1992; Brennan &
Kane, 1977), which uses a generalizability theory
approach to account for multiple sources of error.

plus

• Estimate the standard error of measurement at score
levels near the cutscore (see Feldt, Steffen, & Gupta,
1985; Kolen, Hanson, & Brennan, 1992).

PS: Mister Assessment Person, can I ask any more
questions? Pleeease? I'll be your best friend!

A: No! Your time is up; the meter has expired; it is
time to bid farewell. Adios! Seriously, if you have
any other questions, ask them on my Web site,
www.assessmentguy.likesquestions/yeah.right.
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